A Celebration of Landform: The South Downs near Eastbourne
This summary explores the sense of place & history that is the South Downs near Eastbourne.
This study of the making and representation of landform examines the use of images, text and
other source material. Images have been selected that best show what is special about local and
national landmarks near Eastbourne. Part 1 tells the story as a process of change.
Part 2 attempts to explain different perceptions and values.
part 1. In search of Beachy Head: Introduction
Natural and man-made processes have made Beachy
Head a unique place of national and historic significance.
Perceptions of space and time are made in the context of
the following processes:
1.THE WILDSIDE - experience the changing shore-line at
Falling Sands and Head Ledge
2.WORK OF MAN - consider the survival skills and
craftsmanship needed to make weapons and tools
3.LIVING ON THE LAND - see how much the land has
changed from woodland to ploughed land

This powerful image provides a strong pattern in
watercolours, with the lighthouse viewed from Belle
Tout slopes to reveal the light reflecting and
projecting from the white cliffs.

4.TRAVELLERS & TRADE- follow the invaders, new
cultures and traders to pass by Beachy Head and beyond
5.CHANGING LANDFORM - discover the seafront and
get closer to Beachy Head high ground. Witness how the

part 2. Seeking Eastbourne High Ground & beyond

earth moves between tides and seasons

Eastbourne lies at the foot of the South Downs.

6.WILDLIFE - notice plants and creatures,

Eastbourne High Ground and Beachy Head provide

how life clings to the land

superb views. This landform is the raw material for many
transformations by Man & Nature.
7.SHELTER - shelter from the elements at the foot of the
Downs eastern escarpment
8.INSPIRATION - share the special sense of place with
artists, writers and researchers
9.COMMUNICATIONS - access new images and routes
around and over the South Downs
10.COMMON GROUND - celebrate the best of land and

Frank Newbould 1942 war and railway poster

sea and follow the South Down Ways.
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Introduction LANDMARKS AND LANDFORM
What does it take to enjoy the South Downs near Eastbourne? Perhaps a quick glance to
enjoy the view is sufficient to recognise familiar landmarks such as Beachy Head; Long
Man; Cuckmere Haven; Belle Tout; Eastbourne Pier; and Seven Sisters cliffs.
A walk across the Downs is a more total experience.
In places, the 360 degree views are so far reaching that
appropriate music might be “Walking on the air”, the
Snowman theme by Howard Blake.
or “The Lark Ascending” by Vaughan Williams.
A planned or casual visit or journey over or around the
Downs offers more views to enjoy:
“You came, and looked, and loved the view
Long known and loved by me
Green Sussex fading into blue

Charles Knight, Ditchling Beacon, 1930s

With one grey glimpse of sea.”

classic view of the Downs

Alfred Lord Tennyson “View eastward over the Weald” 1880.

The Eastern Downs’ landform has been described as
“Our blunt, bow-headed, whale-backed Downs
But gnarled and writhen thorn Bare slopes where chasing shadows skim…”
Rudyard Kipling “Sussex” 1902
view from the train near Berwick 2003

As a child, on the outward holiday journey, I spent much
time scanning the horizon and asking “Are we there yet”.
With the first glimpse of the Sea, I knew we had arrived on
holiday. Nowadays, I experience a similar thrill on
recognising the South Downs as part of my homecoming

view from train over River Cuckmere 2003

by land, sea or air.
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Beachy Head
map reference TV 5895
longitude: 50 degrees 44 . 2 minutes north
latitude: 0 degrees 14 . 7 minutes east

At Beachy Head, Man can do little but marvel at the
elemental forces at work.
Where better to witness the clash of land, sea and storm?
The highest chalk cliffs in Britain rise 165 metres above
the English Channel.1
Wave erosion undercuts the base of the cliff and exposes
new rock faces. Vertical clefts are formed when chalk
fissures fill with water and ice. No one can say when or

Eastbourne & Neighbourhood Panoramic Map; S.L. Johnson 1888

where the next rock fall will take place. On average the
cliff retreats between 0.3 and 0.9 metres, a year. In the
swirl and turbulence around Beachy Headland, the sea
dissolves the massive chalk rock falls. The edges of fallen
flint nodules are smoothed by wave action. The sea
sweeps the flint shingle eastwards as part of long-shore
drift. This provides more shingle for Eastbourne beaches.
Much changes: Beachy Head lighthouse became
automated in 1983. The Signalman’s Cottage and
Coastguard Station were demolished in the early 1990s.

Beachy Head Ordnance Survey 1927

The Pub at Beachy Head has been rebuilt twice. The spire
shaped cliff feature called the Devil’s Chimney is more
square and vertical after the April 2001 rock fall.
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1. WILDSIDE on the beach and undercliff
The key to Beachy Head lies at its foot, where the

The foreshore can be reached from steps at Cow Gap and

coastline turns around the harder sandstone rock outcrop

Birling Gap. The steps are battered by waves. Be

at the cliff base. Here, Head Ledge protects the cliff, and

prepared for extreme walking conditions over chalk

erodes more slowly to form and shelter Falling Sands

boulder rock falls, and smooth or abrasive shingle and

beach. Along the foreshore, the rugged surface is strewn

sandstone surfaces. Take care, as access to the

with chalk boulders and rounded white pebbles.

foreshore between tides is hazardous. It is difficult to

At Head Ledge, rock pools fill at high tide. Loose and

judge distances along the shore, due to the rough ground

embedded flints are part of the wave cut platform before

and the curve of the coast. Visibility and contrasts of light

turning to shingle, pebbles and grit. Exposed layers of

change with the weather.

gault clay crumble to dust of silt particles.

The colour contrasts and changes are extreme. The
greens and blues of land, sea and sky blend in the
background with vivid foreground shapes of white chalk,
black flint, grey shingle, light green and light brown
sandstone and plant life. Along the strand line, colourful
bits of Man’s debris cling to remnants of pristine Nature.
The sound of bird cries, rise over the sound of the waves
crashing and scouring the shore.
The smell of ozone and the sea is ever present. Above

Edward Lear Beachy Head 1862 oil on canvas
Lear described the location as a “vastly fine subject for
a painting, but also “ as comfortless a place as one
could wish to see”. He complained “it is painful to
walk five miles over loose stones to get at it”illustration reference A

and around, sudden winds and moisture swirl in rapid
moving clouds and light. Perhaps, the most eerie
experience is being surrounded in a sea fog near the
boom and flash of the lighthouse, whilst above are
patches of blue sky.
Take care, the cliff edge is a dangerous place. The face of
the Headland is ever changing as waves pound the foot of
the cliff. Beachy Head has a bad reputation for suicides,
accidents, vertigo, and shipwrecks.
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2. WORK OF MAN
The idea of farming as a way of living spread slowly
westwards into Europe from the warmer regions such as
the Middle East.
About 7000 years ago, the rising sea levels eventually cut
England off from the rest of Europe. The warmer climate

hooked flint tool

and southern aspect provided better living conditions.
Early Man learnt hunting and gathering skills. He began
woodland clearance, domestication of animals and crop
cultivation.
Remains of flint flakes, hand tools and metal making have
been found and studied on the areas now known as
Bullockdown and Cornish Farms. Flints were selected to
make Neolithic axes, between 8500-4000 BC.
There was a flint mine on Wilmington Hill. The ability the
make axes, arrowheads, scrapers and picks from bone, or
polished

stone

and

struck

flint

reveal

extreme

craftsmanship and patience.
Flint mine workings above Long Man of Wilmington

Later, Man was able to produce metal axes, tools,
weapons, and objects. Bronze Age and Iron Age Man
lived and worked on the Downs near Beachy Head.
Surveys at Belle Tout found early Bronze Age remains of
dwellers called “ beaker people”. At Long Down; a collared
urn, burial sites and mounds have been found with fire
cracked flints and flakes. The excavated ditch and bank to
the north of Belle Tout is still visible. Within this cliff top
settlement, a 43 metre wide shaft was revealed by cliff
erosion in 1976. The shaft had footholds and connected
high ground to the foreshore.4 Shellfish were added to a
diet of barley, meat and wild plants.
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3. LIVING ON THE LAND
The South Downs were covered in dense oak and hazel
woodland with over a foot depth of rich soil. Early farming
loosened the soil by hand tilling and ploughing. The
Eastbourne Downland can reveal traces of this human
activity. Bullockdown Farm research identifies 86 sites of
barrows, pits, flint work, mounds, field banks and tracks
spanning 10,000 years 4.
Evidence of Iron Age Man has been found at Bullock
Down and Belle Tout with recorded finds of decorated
pottery fragments, marl pits, and burnt flint4. Early maps
and surveys show how man shaped and formed the land

ploughed during the 20th century. Chemical fertiliser is

surface. Regular ploughing created lines of field banks

added to the depleted soil to increase crop production.

and lynchets. Depending on light conditions, some are still

Where farming is subsidised for landscape management,
sheep and cattle numbers are controlled as “low input, low
output farming”.
Isolated flint barns, cottages, and walls stand out on bare
slopes, surrounded by grazing on arable land. Over the
years, extensive sheep pasture has revealed the surface
landform of the “Rolling Downs”.

visible on the ground and show up on aerial photos.
Ploughing continues to shape and work the land from the
Iron Age to the present. Arable crops, sheep, pigs, beef
and dairy cattle have changed places through the years,
depending on climate changes, resources and new
cultures.

Roman

occupation

led

to

much

new

employment, as the Downs were extensively cultivated to
produce roman “gold” i.e. fields of corn. Roman coin
hoards, iron objects, pottery and glass have been found at
Bullockdown Farm. Much of the Downs has been
6
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4.TRAVELLERS
Early hunter-gatherer communities searched the land for
food and shelter. Routes for Man and beasts were made
and followed along river valleys, coastlines and dry valleys
towards high ground. Settlers, invaders and traders
followed these routes and land marks The late Bronze
Age community at Shinewater marshes was connected to
high ground by an eight foot wide raised causeway. This
was made of timber piles and branches and led to
Willingdon Hill and the high ground beyond. The first crops

photo interpretation of a causeway across water towards landmarks

and herds provided the surplus to trade and exchange

on distant horizon ( Mark Millward, Lancashire)

with neighbouring communities. Further afield, journeys

Much corn was grown and traded during favourable

were made by boat and overland to high ground. This

climate conditions from Romano-British period. Roman,

exploration was necessary to form new family groups and

Saxon, and Norman invaders crossed land and sea to

communities. This led to the exchange local produce,

conquer and trade. The Headland remains a formidable

Bronze and Iron Age skills.

landmark and a cause of many shipwrecks. Belle Tout and
Beachy Head both derive from french words for “beautiful”
and “head” (named Beuchef in 1274 records).
The English Channel is the busiest seaway to European
ports of call. So much trade, imports and exports have
passed by Beachy Head. The beacons, lighthouses,
coastguards, signalman and lifeboats; all assisted in the
defence of the realm and maritime dominance. The British
Empire and its dominant culture spread into the New and
Old Worlds from London via the Channel. In fair weather,
home-comers would be glad of sight of land and recognise
the dazzling white cliffs. The market prices in London
would depend on the latest signals, ships and cargoes

This watercolour painted in 1800 describes “ sailing
vessels with a carefully observed shoreline”. The artist
was a one-time sea captain. The coastal scene and “his
description of the sea takes him beyond the realm of pure
topography” -illustration reference A.

sighted at Beachy Head.
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5. CHANGING LANDFORM
So much land and soil has been lost to sea.

Over the last fifty years, scrubland plants, ash and

The South Downs have been reduced to a denuded

sycamore trees have rapidly covered steep slopes where

landform by ploughing and weathering.

the land is not cleared, cultivated or grazed. This recent

Over two feet of soil erosion has slipped and washed

vegetation is now dense woodland or scrub. It obscures

away. As a consequence, the thin soils do not support

and encloses views of “rolling Downs”. Distinctive sheep

intensive agriculture or tree growth, without expensive

droves, dewponds, burial mounds, coombes, spurs and

cultivation and fertiliser. From the Middle Ages to the

slopes have become partially hidden from view between

nineteenth century, the land was well suited to extensive

Beachy Head, Eastbourne, Willingdon Hill and East Dean.

sheep grazing linked by droves to lowland summer

Chalk quarries, roads and paths have dug and worn into

pasture. Mixed farming was successful on farms closer to

the landscape fabric. The highest part of Beachy Head is,

the foot of the Downs on better soils and land fertilised by

in fact, an artificial mound concealing an underground

livestock. The typical slope profile is steepest in the middle

early warning station built and then abandoned during the

with a convex apex and concave slopes at the foot. The

1950s. A succession of round barrows follow the skyline

Downs are deceptively steep and the highest ground is

routes, with Coombe Hill being the largest burial mound.

not immediately visible on the approach.

Henry Moore
Recumbent Figure 1938 –
sculpture commissioned by
Serge Chermayeff for his
new house at Halland, east
of Lewes as focal point of
reclining woman gazing to
sweeping lines of the
Downs.
Illustration reference B

The overwhelming power of nature continues to define
and re-form the headland. More drastic cliff erosion will
take place if sea levels rise above the existing wave cut
outcrop of sandstone at the base of the headland.
Each high tide ebbs and reveals loose chalk, flints and
gault clay at the foot of the headland.

Beachy Head elevation 1986. Despite erosion the white cliffs retain their shape. The steep slopes have little vegetation
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6.WILDLIFE
Mainland Europe was connected to Britain by the frozen

The effect of Man on Nature has been profound.

land and water mass of the Ice Age. What is now the

Ploughing and intensification of agriculture have created

South Coast was released from the melting Ice Sheet as it

drastic changes. But this process has been going on since

retreated north. The smoothing and further erosion of dry

the Stone Age. The clearance of the wildwood was a

chalk valleys and slopes may have taken place during this

remarkable task of persistence using primitive tools.

periglacial period.

Each cutting and clearing provoked new tree and scrub

The area is special: especially the distinctive chalk

growth. British trees are difficult to kill or burn.

topography and coast. The land has national status for

“To convert millions of acres of wildwood into farmland

scientific and landscape conservation, and is surrounded

was unquestionably the greatest achievement of any of

by a marine nature reserve. The seaward slopes facing

our ancestors” 8

southeast have rougher ground where a landslip has
formed a sunken under-cliff.
There is exceptional wildlife diversity. Unusual and rare
plants with Atlantic and Mediterranean origins survive
close to the sea.
Plants have adapted to salt spray, severe gales and
warmer ground conditions next to sea level. The sea and
land provide feeding grounds and vital migration routes for
many creatures, bird and marine life.
The high ground at Beachy Head is managed for

Pinnacle Point: trees and shrubs above cliff

landscape and wildlife conservation. The short grass
surfaces are in part grazed by sheep and cattle and
nibbled by rabbits. Attempts are being made to cut clear
and graze some areas of scrub, thus revealing the
characteristic smooth landform of the South Downs. Scrub
and bramble on rougher ground provide texture and more
habitats for birds, butterflies and insects. Strange
creatures may be encountered such as: bloody nosed
beetles, catholic snails, green crickets, daytime moths with
electric blue and red wings, and delicate blue and silver
butterflies.

Sheep pasture, golf course, woodland and houses on
Eastbourne downland slopes
9
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7. SHELTER
On steeper land, bushes and trees have grown providing
texture and shade. The landmass of the South Downs
provides shelter to the western part of Eastbourne from
prevailing winds. The eastern scarp slopes around
Eastbourne form a permanent backdrop.
These slopes were largely bare grassland before the
1940s, as revealed by The 1889 panoramic map and 1939
aerial oblique photo (see map illustrations at end of this
study). New ornamental woodland plantations are shown
on the scarp slopes nearest to Eastbourne. Paradise Drive
and plantation was undertaken for the Duke of Devonshire
by Humphrey Repton in the 1820s, as the spectacular
setting for Compton Lodge. The woods near Ratton were
plantations made as part of the Willingdon Estate.
Eastbourne was once a small settlement next to the
Bourne Stream, with a spring fed Motcombe Pond, a
church with a tower (St. Marys), a manor house, grange,
farms and windmills. Old Eastbourne was a typical
downland settlement with a church, granges, coaching
inn, home farm and windmills. There are similarities to
Ditchling. Thanks to an old illustration, four windmills are
recorded on Old Town high ground. These landmarks
are

now

gone.

Not

many

visual

records

and

artists’impressions exist .
Louisa Paris Cornfield Terrace 1852
Eastbourne Old Town 1850 Towner Art Gallery
Eric Gill Ditching wood engraving
Eastbourne Windmills about 1878
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8.INSPIRATION
Belle Tout was not a success as a lighthouse but remains
as a romantic folly in a superb landscape setting. This
“white tower” is a powerful symbol on the cliff edge. It was
moved 17 metres away from the cliff edge in March 1999.
It appears in Frank Newbold’s railway poster as part of the
Eastbourne Downland “worth fighting for”. At the time,
Beachy Head was called the “Clapham Junction of the
air” due to the number of war planes en route. Each
lighthouse focuses one’s attention and imagination as
landmarks in their superb landscape settings.
The new lighthouse came into operation in October 1902.
The light has two flashes in quick succession. The beam
is reflected against the white cliffs and can be seen for
sixteen miles. It is now an automated light tower. It has
taken on a symbolic value. The red top and middle was
painted over the original black in 1951.The cornish granite
tower was painted white and red in 1980.
Beachy Head has proved an inspiring if daunting place to
reach. The Towner Art Gallery has displayed various
landscape paintings (refer to illustrations and catalogues
A, B, & C). Other paintings of maritime and agricultural
subjects have used the Downs as the setting.
Cuckmere Haven and the Seven Sisters coastline and
have been featured in public art and illustration.
The Long Man remains a focus of attention. The huge

Eric Ravillous, Cuckmere Haven

231 foot figure is set on a 28 degree slope and is
elongated 1.9 times to achieve perspective.
The chalk cut outline was surfaced in yellow bricks in
1870. At this time the left foot may have repositioned.
The renewal of this early example of land art celebrates
this popular symbol in the landscape.
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9. COMMUNICATIONS & TRAVEL
The South Downs are a welcoming sight for many
travellers.
The distinctive landmass and cliffs on the South Coast can
be seen from afar. Most daily views of the northern scarp
slopes, as seen from the A27 road and rail journeys
between Lewes and Eastbourne.
Many tracks have been worn as sheep droves. The high
ground has national footpaths and bridleways that follow
the inland skyline between high ground landmarks such as
burial mounds and hills. Other routes follow the coast and
the Cuckmere Valley. Eastbourne’s wooded slopes
provide great views over low ground and out to sea.
Over a million visitors journey to Beachy Head high
ground each year. The landform of South Downs and
Beachy Head acts as a magnet for motorists enjoying a
scenic drive. The views from the roadside are exceptional.
These views could be bettered if visitors knew what to see
and where to walk.
view west from South Downs College, Eastbourne

view west to South Downs from Langney Shopping
Centre roof 1987

skyline landmark: Beehive Plantation
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10. COMMON GROUND
There is so much to see. But our perception depends on:
prior knowledge and experience; how information and
images represent Beachy Head and the high ground
around Eastbourne … and how to tell the story.
The shaping of landform by Man and natural processes
has been described in sections 1 to 6 of this study (part 1).
Sections 7 to 10 examine the perceptions of what makes
the South Downs so special.
Illustrations and publicly available works of art have been
selected to show this process of change and unique sense
of place. Photographic images are often made for tourist
or conservation purposes. The rolling Downland is
simplified in landscapes portraying grassland with some
foreground interest or features. Charles Knight’s 1930s
painting of Ditchling Beacon has “fine, poetically handled

the “corner” of Beachy Head coastline

contrasts of light and dark, large and small, near an far,

Charles Knight Ditchling Beacon 1930s

smooth and finely detailed, still and movement and even a
sense of time passing in the evening shadows creeping
over velvety hills” Norbert LyntonB.
But 22.9% of the South Downs is ploughed, 17.7%
woodland, and 37.4% managed as grass (1990 land cover
map of Areas of Natural Beauty). Very different
landscapes are painted of rustic farming on the Downs
showing farm labour on the land, ploughing and tending
livestock. This type of farming has all but disappeared.
There are few painting studies of Downland woods,
uncultivated wild areas, or modern tourism and leisure.
This study is a celebration of the diversity and quality of

The landform of the South Downs and its foreground has

Beachy Head and Eastbourne high ground; as witness to

a strong physical presence and sense of identity. It is the

the long struggle between the natural elements: land, sea

raw material for Man and Nature to shape, and apply

and sky; and Man’s intervention.

value judgements about visual quality and status. There is
much more to explore and see.
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